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 One of the seismic resisting-systems in the steel structures is eccentrically braced 
frames that have an appropriate hardness, high ductility and energy attraction. The 

seismic design strategy occur in the form of eccentrically braced frames, ensuring about 

inelastic behavior and transformations of plastic only in link beam, because inelastic 
transformations of the link beam is the main source of attraction of seismic energy in 

the eccentrically braced frames. Therefore, to analyze the seismic parameters of 

eccentrically braced systems definition of the action type of link beam and conditions of 
designing regulations are very important. Therefore, in this study it is tried to consider 

the conditions of 2800 regulations of earthquake and the 10 issue of national regulation 

using the model and defined tables in the buildings seismic renewal principles (Journal 
360), studied the effect of height on behavior coefficient of eccentrically braced frames 

in the link beam with bending-shear action.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 During their useful life, buildings are under pressure of different loads with different nature and amount. 

The first step in designing every building is to understand and estimate influential loads on them. Another 

important issue in designing buildings is estimating a type of specific load in during their suitable life. Totally, 

reflection of the two stated cases specifies designing of buildings. Estimating the forces of designing buildings 

are duties of designing regulations of every country. Regulations are a set of rules and regulations that are 

prepared by an acceptable research support and their main purpose is to provide the guidelines and general lines 

in a logical framework according to an appropriate immune margin and a set of general and partial policy 

makings, so that to be ensured that it is possible without facing a high number of parameters, only having 

considered several principal variables, and with respect to precision and a proper level of immunity to offer a 

defined structure in the realm of applying regulation against earthquake. Mostly, the most difficult stage in 

designing one regulation is to offer simple and scientific criteria to be able to provide an acceptable and 

predictable immunity domain regarding the ease and affectivity along with having scientific and sufficient 

support. In reality, always we should prepare equilibrium between simplicity of application and immunity level 

of one regulation and never these two issues should be neglected for the other.  

 The force of earthquake and estimating it is the most controversial issue of designing the buildings and the 

science of structure engineering.  According to the short time of the impact of the force of earthquake on 

structure, for different reasons decrease the real force of earthquake. In other words, regulations to design the 

common buildings do not advice the real force that is applied on building during the earthquake. Mainly when 

structures elastically and linearly react against earthquake, they suffer the more forces and consequently the 

required resistance of structure for stability will be higher than the time that it enters inelastic stage. Such state 

causes paying greater costs for designing an immune structure.  

 According to this issue the principle of simplifying designing are now the advised methods in all 

regulations using the capacity of energy dissipation because of non-linearly behaviors, is on this basis that the 

structure can be designed using lower forces. For this reason, a coefficient called behavior coefficient with 

decreasing coefficient of courses is used. Of influential parameters on behavior coefficient we can refer to 
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ductility and additional resisting coefficient. In the seismic designing of structures the required elastic resistance 

of structures can be decreased in accordance to their behavior coefficient.  

 The building’s behavior coefficient that is used in calculating the earthquake coefficient in the Iran’s 

earthquake regulation by 2800 standard and its value is discussed in the table 6 of the same regulation for 

different systems of buildings is very important in calculating design of different structures against earthquake. 

This coefficient reflects resistance, ductility, stability, type of fracture, the power of attracting energy, additional 

resistance of system in high transformations are damping coefficient and general behavior of building’s 

structure against earthquake. Whenever this coefficient is considered as small issue, the earthquake coefficient 

will be great and requires a greater basic force for designing the structure that if it is not appropriate, then it 

causes wasting costs and materials.  

 Conversely, whenever this coefficient is considered grater, then the earthquake coefficient became smaller 

and the building under the effect of small earthquakes or average ones may be collapsing and cracking and 

damage in these earthquakes. In addition, in the severe earthquakes because of consecutive moving and weaving 

by earthquake, that because of breaking or insufficient formation of the members and attachments of the 

structure some dangerous ruptures may occur and result is endangering the immunity and stability of the 

structure.  

 At the time of occurring average and high earthquakes they may enter the non-linear area and to design 

them a type of non-linear analysis is needed. But because high expense of this method and lack of developing 

the analytical non-linear programs and simplicity of the linear method, the analytical and designing methods on 

the basis of linear analysis of the structure and the shortened forces of earthquake can be considered. For this 

reason the current seismic designing regulations are stated by philosophy, and the seismic forces of linear 

designing of the building can be achieved from a linear spectrum of building that is associated with the natural 

period of the building and the soil conditions of founding the building, and to consider the effect of non-linear 

behavior and wasting energy because of hysteresis behavior, damping and additional impact of the structure 

resistance, this linear force is changed to designing force by means of a coefficient called modifying behavior or 

(behavior coefficient). Specifying the optimal value of behavior depends of the type of structure system, level of 

technology, designing methods and application and supervising the building that needs to be specified high 

precision and total understanding and complete coverage depends on different dominant conditions on designing 

and building of the structure. Behavior coefficient, on one hand has a considerable impact on optimal designing 

and building economy, and on the other hand, it plays an important role in servicing the building is short wave 

earthquakes and therefore it is one of the most important coefficients of specifying the optimal loading of 

earthquake in the buildings. One of the systems of seismic resistance in the steel structures is eccentrically 

braced frames that have a proper hardness and high ductility and energy attraction. The strategy of seismic 

design in eccentrically braced frames, ensuring about inelastic behavior and plastic transformation is only in the 

link beam that is the main source of attracting energy of earthquake in eccentrically braced frames systems. 

Therefore, to analyze the seismic parameters of eccentrically braced frames system, defining the type of 

performance of the link beam and conditions of designing conditions are very important. In this article tried to 

consider the entire conditions of 2800 seismic regulations and the tenth issue of national regulation using the 

model and defined tables and renewal seismic guidelines of buildings (journal 360), that analyze the effect of 

height on behavior coefficient of eccentrically braced frames in the three conditions of link beam using shear, 

shear-bending, and bending actions.  

 Anderw, Gary, Christopher [2], in a study, studied the evaluating criteria of seismic response of structures 

that plays a key role in the seismic designing of structures.   

 Today understanding these parameters are more on the basis of view and engineering understanding and has 

no technical aspect. In this structure the basis is on the basis of performance of structure that in fact considers 

the structure displacement. The curve in the figure (1-1) that represents relationship between the basic shear and 

displacement has been used by non-linear astatic analysis in this study.  

Kim and Choi [3] (2005)in a study indicated that today a principle part seismic design in the regulations on the 

basis of static method and specifying the basic shear of designing is a non-linear spectrum. To specify the basic 

shear of designing a coefficient called behavior coefficient is used. By a little changing in this coefficient the 

basic shear can change to a great extent. In the present regulations this coefficient is more on the basis of 

specified engineering judgment and scientific specification of this coefficient is sensed.  

 In this study the impact of some factors such as additional resistance, ductility and evaluation parameters of 

the response of the structure in the eccentrically braced frames in the usual form and specially with help of non-

linear astatic analysis, by changing in the number of floors and length of openings and the result is compared 

with the result of dynamic analysis. Most of the regulations let to decrease designing loads in one structure by 

means of stored additional resistance in the structure (additional resistance) and capacity of amortizing energy 

(ductility). The two mentioned factors are united at the time of defining the factor of behavior coefficient of the 

structure. This issue is possible in fact by this principle that the value of real capacity of amortizing the members 

of structure is more than the used amount for designing of structure. Result shows that the value of structure 
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behavior coefficient depends on many parameters such as the structure period. Generally by increasing the 

period of structure the value of behavior coefficient will be decreased. Liao, Wen, and Foutch  [4] , (2007) in a 

study concluded that to have a correct evaluation of the structure seismic action we should perform a correct 

modeling from that system for non-linear analysis. In this way a great deal of differential equations are used for 

describing inelastic behavior of links in the bending frame. In this study, also the patterns of modeling structures 

are analyzed with respect to being two or three dimensional, and result in this way is so that in spite of the fact 

that the two modeling methods have no difference with respect to general aspect of the issue, but three 

dimensional models are better representative of the real performance of the structure.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1-1: a sample of basic curving shear against displacement [2]. 

 

 Ahmad Rohani Far [5], in a study indicated that structures in order to preserve capacity and affectivity 

against the imposed forces should have the two main characteristics of hardness and ductility. From among the 

common systems the eccentrically bracings have had a good hardness but lack necessary ductility. Also, 

bending frames have a good ductility, but in one economical design did not provide necessary hardness. 

Eccentrically bracing compounds the good hardness in an elastic area with excellent ductility in the plastic area, 

but their problem is that links and ceilings should be replaced or repaired after a relatively severe earthquake. In 

this research, in order to obviate this deficiency a new compound of bracing systems are suggested that in spite 

of having sufficient hardness and ductility the ductile member should be installed on the bracing member that 

prevents destruction of the link as one of the first grade members of the structure. Performance of the laboratory 

samples of this design shows that the suggested system has necessary possibility for this issue.  

 

2. Eccentrically braced frames behavior:  

 The EBF systems have different elastic and inelastic behavior.  

 

2.1. Elastic behavior:  

 To specify the elastic hardness of one structure, the structure might be measured against the peripheral 

displacement and to the extent that structure is harder, then its resistance against peripheral displacement is 

greater. To express the effects of changing the length of link on peripheral hardness is observed according to the 

figure (5-2) that when the length of the link beam is equal to the length of opening ( le  ), EBF frame is in the 

form of MRF frame that its peripheral hardness is the least. Also, for 
5.0

l

e

 

the created hardness in the result of 

bracings has a little impact and for 
5.0

l

e  on hardness of the structure will be added to a considerable extent. The 

maximum hardness of the structure for 
0

l

e  will be achieved so that it is the same hardness of CBF frame [11].  

Therefore, in calculating the length of link to use the most hardness it is tried to have a smaller length of link.  

 The main period of frame is a function of the length of link beam. This issue can be used and the main 

period of structure is taken apart from being in line with the earthquake period in the area. As the main period of 

the structure is a function of the k hardness and M mass of the system that is specified by means of 
K

M
T 2  . 

Therefore, to the extent that the hardness of the structure is greater, it has the little main period and to the extent 

that hardness of the structure is lower and it has a great number of main periods. In other words, the frame of 

CBF has a low fluctuating period and frame with MRF time has a greater period that itself represents the high 

ductility of MRF than the frame of CBF [11].  
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Fig. 5-2: relationship of the final resistance with e/l [11]. 

 

 Figure (6-2) represents relationship between the main period of structure with the length of link beam.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2.6: the main period relationship of the frame with e/l [11]. 

 

2.2. Inelastic behavior of EBF frames: 

 Inelastic behavior of one frame under severe earthquake depends on its ability in attraction and amortization 

of energy without losing resistance. In the frame of EBF the mechanism of energy amortization is more similar 

to the behavior of MRF frame that inelastic transformations occur on beams that changing inelastic 

transformations occur in the form of buckling of bracing. In these frames the energy amortization is done using 

inelastic transformations that are limited to the area of the beam length [11]. 

 

3. EBF behavior coefficient:  

 Behavior coefficient is one of the most important designing indexes and in fact it is the effect of ductility in 

elastic designing of the structure. Therefore, understanding of such criteria for peripheral carrier systems are 

very important [12]. The EBF system based on high ductility is highly applicable. The behavior coefficient of 

EBF in UBC94 is equal to 10, and in UBC97 it is equal to 7 and in the standard of 2800 it is equal to 7. 

Therefore a great number of designers believe that 7 is responsive for every type of EBF system, but it is not as 

so.  

 Ductility of EBF system is very sensitive to the length of the link beam and the place of situating it, and by 

increasing its length and exiting from the area of the short link beam, its ductility will be decreased highly. The 

10 behavior coefficient for short links such as 20, 30, 40, and even 50 cm is correct, but first of all, such links 

are not applicable (because by lowering the length of the link beam the gust plate sheets became closer and in 

the links with stated length these sheets stick to each other and result in lower freedom of the link beam and not 

to turned and caused wasting energy) [13, 14] and secondly in most of the countries it has no place (for 

architectural considerations) according to the high usage of this type of system with long link beam, offering of 

one appropriate behavior coefficient is very necessary for such links.  
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Structure’s geometry model:  

 To calculate the additional resistance coefficient, the behavior coefficient in the result of ductility ad 

behavior coefficient of frames with eccentric bracing, 24 different structure models are studied and building 

structure has a plan with five opening that each of which is according the geometry of the figure (1-5) is selected 

and stores with 3, 5, 7, and 10 floors with height of 3.2 meters for each store and housing usage are considered.  

 Gravity load system belongs to the compound ceiling type. The loading system in both directions is equal 

and the simple steel frame with eccentric bracing and with three types of link beam with lengths of e=0.625, 

e=1.25, e=2.5 meter are used.  

 
 

Fig. 1-5: configuration of structural models. 

 

The used analysis for analysis of models:  

 The earthquake under effected structure tolerates considerable inelastic transformations and dynamic 

characteristics of the structure changes at the time. Therefore, dealing with performance of the structure requires 

the analytical process. Inelastic analysis in the base includes inelastic analysis of the history of the time and 

inelastic static analysis. Non-elastic analysis of the time history is the most precise method for predicting the 

force and imposed changes in the members of structure. Using this method is limited, because sensitive dynamic 

response to modeling the structure and movement characteristics of the lank. This analysis requires precise 

modeling of the load – circular displacement of the land. This analysis requires correct modeling of the feature 

of load-circular displacement by considering removal of the member characteristics and requires assess to the 

land’s movement records and also requires preparing entrances and interpretation of outputs that non-elastic 

analysis of time history for the seismic performance analysis causes problem. But in this article to estimate the 

considerable parameters for a number of models the inelastic method of time history is used [38].  

 Static inelastic analysis or analysis of the additional load is the first and prioritized method in evaluating the 

seismic performance of structures. This method had many developments in recent 20 years and for simplicity 

and considering post-elastic behavior changed to the process of appropriate analysis [39]. Using this appropriate 

and precise method we can get valuable information that using static and dynamic analysis we cannot achieve at 

them. The term additional load has the two general meaning in its nature. The first is static is discussed and 

second is the analysis that represents requirements of having an appropriate solution system. This method is 

based on many hypotheses and can be very influential finally. This method of analysis is used for estimating the 

specified parameters of this thesis. After specifying the cross sections of the members in the designing 

performance, the two dimensional frames along with gravity and peripheral loading is used in the introduced 

software of the model. After defining configuration the frames of cross-sections characteristics (Elasticity 

module, cross-sectional level and moment of inertial) is allocate to each member. In these models the 

attachments of the base of hinge column the floors are rigid and mass of the stores are considered in the node 

form. The most important stage in modeling is associating parameters related to each of the elements.  

 For definition of the behavior of the link beam behavior in the program 2000SAP  from diagrams of the 

figure (2-5) is used. Tables of seismic renewal principles according to the guideline table FEMA-336 [26], 

parameters and existent limitations in these diagrams on the basis of circulating the limit of submission of 
y

  

are defined, that on the behavioral diagram the limits of usage, survival immunity, and collapsing threshold on 

the basis of figure2.2. The modeling of the beam ling according to the same values and considering the hardness 

of buckling is down. 
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Fig. 2-5: the force-changing curve for link beam and levels of performance of the entire housing for behavior of 

  he link beam [26]. 

 

 The used hinges in the link beam in eccentric buckling on the basis of the type of the beam respecting shear, 

bending or both conditions are specified from the two stages of shear and bending that can be shear hinge, 

bending and compound from the two hinges. In table (1-5) the modeling parameters and acceptance criteria the 

connection is specified.  

 Table 2-5: the link beam type with respect to being shear, bending and shear-bending is specified.  

 
Table 1-5: modeling parameters and acceptance criteria for different types of interpolation beam link (26) 

 Modeling parameters Acceptance criteria 

Tension 

 

Length of link beam 

 

a  

 

b  

 

c  

 

IO  

 

LS  

 

CP  

p

p

V

M
e 6.1

 
15 17 8/0  5/0  11 14 

p

p

p

p

V

M
e

V

M
6.26.1   It is calculated using linear 

P

P

V

M
e 6.2  

9 11 6/0  1 6 8 

 
Table 2.5: specifying the type of beam length type with respect to shear, bending-shear- or being bending. 

5/2 e  ، 25/1 e  ، 625/0 e   )(6.2
P

P

V

M
 )(6.1

P

P

V

M
 Section 

Bending Bending Shear-Bending 56/72  65/44  IPE140 

Bending Bending Shear-Bending 88/83  62/51  IPE160 

Bending Bending Shear-Bending 75/89  23/55  IPE180 

Bending Bending Shear 71/105  05/65  IPE200 

Bending Bending Shear 69/116  81/71  IPE220 

Bending Shear-Bending Shear 89/132  78/81  IPE240 

Bending Shear-Bending Shear 45/141  87.07 IPE270 

Bending Shear-Bending Shear 02/150  32/92  IPE300 

Bending Shear-Bending Shear 11/166  22/102  IPE330 

Bending Shear-Bending Shear 60/179  52/110  IPE360 

Bending Shear-Bending Shear 61/190  29/117  IPE400 

Bending Shear-Bending Shear 24/198  99/121  IPE450 

Bending Shear Shear 12/208  06/128  IPE500 

Bending Shear Shear 15/220  50/135  IPE550 

Shear-Bending Shear Shear 93/279  26/175  IPE600 

 

Hypotheses in dynamic analysis of the time history:  

 The studies for specifying the behavior coefficient and influential parameters related to it for studying the 

real behavior of frames and also specifying precision of using non-linear static analysis in analysis of the result, 

4 models of frames evaluation of dynamic analysis of  the time history one the basis of four momentum of 

mapping  (Loma Prieta, Northrge, Cape Mendecino, and Tabs)  that has characteristics based on table (3-5).  

 The scale coefficient of mapping momentum used in this analysis separately with one trend of trial and 

error by doing non-linear dynamic analysis on the specified cases continues to the extent that discontinuing 

criteria or displacement of the purpose in this research happens, then having the scale coefficient for each of the 

momentum mappings  there is an analyze linear and non-linear dynamic an maximum shear of elastic and 

inelastic base that are the main criteria for specifying the behavior coefficient an influential parameters relate to 

them.  
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Table 3-5: characteristics of momentum mapping. 

Total time 

of 

earthquake 

Maximum 
displacement 

Maximum speed 

Maximum 

speed or 

momentum 

Distance 
from failure 

Magnit
ude of 

the 

earthqu
ake 

 

sec  )(cmPGD  )( scmPGV  )(gPGA  km  M  
Date of 

occurrence 

Name of the 

earthquake 

59/39  45/2  7/15  291/0  9/24  93/6  09/02/1989  Loma Prieta, 

94/39  55/9  9/51  568/0  6/22  7/6  17/01/1994  Northrge 

94/35  161/1  89/6  229/0  8/33  1/7  25/04/1992  
Cape 

Mendecino 

78/26  75/8  5/26  400/0  00/17  6/7  16/09/1978  Tabs 

 

The method behavior coefficient:  

 Behavior coefficient is a stable coefficient for each structure system that represents ductility and additional 

resistance of structure. In this thesis the equation (10-5) is use for behavior coefficient of steel frames with 

eccentric bracing. 

(5-10) RRR S .                                   

That SR
 
is additional resistance coefficient and R  is behavior coefficient in the result of structure ductility.  

 

The method of calculating additional resistance coefficient:  

 Additional resistance is one of the main factors in specifying behavior coefficient. Observations in many 

earthquakes showed that building structures are able to tolerate the power of earthquake without occurrence of 

damage more than considered forces for designing. This is because structures have considerable additional 

resistances that are not considered in designing. Additional resistance of one structure is represented with the 

additional resistance coefficient. The additional resistance of designing sdR
 can be achieved using equation 11-

5).
 

y

sd
d

V
R

V


                    (11-5)

 

 That dV  is the base shear of designing that structure is formed on its basis, yV  is the base shear at the time 

of creating mechanism. The additional resistance that is shown in the equation (11-5) is on the basis of using 

numerical features of materials. The additional real resistance of structure sR  , considering several parameters 

is calculated by equation (12-5).  

21.. RRRR sds                       (12-5)
 

 In this equation,
 1R  for difference limit of numerical gushing and real limit of gushing. Statistical studies 

on steel structures specified the value of this coefficient as much as 1.05 [40]. 2R  Coefficient for the impact of 

increasing gushing tension in the result of increasing the rate of changing at the time of earthquake is used. 

Statistical studies showed that 1.1was suitable for this coefficient. In this article the steel 37St  was used for 

the entire structure members. Parameters 1R  and 2R
 are 1.05 and 1.1 as additional resistance of materials are 

equal to 1.155, with parameter smR
 is considered. Therefore, the values that are offered in this article are 

estimate using equation 13-5.  

smsds RRR .
                      (13-5)

 

 Other parameters including non-structural elements and changings in the methods of distributing peripheral 

forces in the stores and so on can affect additional resistance that are not discussed in this article.  

 3.7.5. The method of calculating behavior coefficient in the result of ductility in the dynamic method of 

analysis (the time history) the equation (14-5) is used.  

u

e

V

V
R 

                     (14-5)

 

 That, eV  is the base shear that can be achieved from dynamic analysis of the linear time history,  uV is the 

base shear related to receiving the first member to the performance level of immunity of the life that can be 

achieved from dynamic analysis of the non-linear time history.  
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 To calculate the behavior coefficient in the result of ductility in the non-linear static analysis method the 

offered equation by Newmark and hall is used on the basis of equation (15-5).  















sec1

sec5.012.012

sec03.01

TR

TR

TR











                   (15-5)

 

For intertextual values the linear interpolation is used.  

 In this equation T is the periodical time of structure.   
is ductility of structure that for calculating it the 

equation (16-5) is used.  

y


 m ax

                     (16-5) 

 In this equation 
max

related to the displacement of ceiling in receiving the first member of structure to the 

performance level of living immunity and y is displacement of ceiling like the first observed submission in the 

structure.  

 

Results achieved from Modeling : 

 Following figures represent samples of diagrams of shear of base-changing the place of ceiling and shear of 

base-time from dynamic analysis of the time history for steel frames eccentric bracing of open porch with link 

beam length (e=0.625) and number of different stores that horizontal axels of changing the name of ceiling and 

time and the vertical axle of the shear of the base is imposed on structure.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5-27: diagram of shear of base-displacement of analysis of the non-linear  earthquake time history  (Loma 

           Perita), frame 3 store. 

 

 According to the diagrams for frames with eccentrically bracing of porch, the behavior coefficient in the 

result of ductility has high values and for high capacity of wastage of energy in the link beam and the most 

influence in behavior coefficient while additional resistance coefficient has lower values. By increasing the 

height of structure , the values of behavior coefficient is the result of ductility, additional resistance coefficient 

and consequently behavior coefficient decreases.  

 Based on the results it is observed that ductility and behavior coefficient of structures with eccentrically 

bracing system with shear link beam is more than structures with bending link beam. It means that by increasing 

the length of link beam ductility and behavior coefficient decreases and conversely the additional resistance 

increases by increasing the length of link. Generally it is observed that ductility has a greater impact on behavior 

coefficient and the way of structure behavior. In the case of behavior of these structures generally we can say 

that models with shear link beam ad even structures that behavior of the link beam is in the form of shear and 

bending compound is better than behavior of structures with bending link beam.  In the case of link beam with 

performance of shear and bending we can say that because the mode of shear resistance of link beam still exists 

in the performance of structure, therefore their behavior is better than complete bending link beam. In this 

structure, the corruption mode in link beam in the form of shear discontinuation all over the length of link beam 

or formation of bending hinge in the two ends of link beam or compounding of the two cases.  
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Fig. 5-28: Diagram of shear of base-time of analysis of the non-linear  earthquake time history  (Loma Perita), 

      frame 3 store. 

 
 

Fig. 5-28: Diagram of shear of base-displacement of analysis of the non-linear earthquake time history   

           (Norteriche), frame 3 store. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5-30: Diagram of shear of base-time of analysis of the non-linear earthquake time history  (Norteriche), 

      frame 3 store. 
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Fig. 5-23: Comparison of diagrams of shear of base0displacement of ceiling eccentrically bracing of open porch 

     by the length of link beam e  0. 625.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5-25: Comparison of diagrams of shear of base0displacement of ceiling eccentrically bracing of open porch 

      by the length of link beam e  2.5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 39-5: Comparison of diagrams of ductility of the eccentrically bracing of open porch by increasing the  

           length of link beam. 

 

 Behavior coefficient is the result of ductility for open porch axil eccentrically bracing frames with link 

beam lengths (e= 2.25, e=1.25, e=0.625) are respectively 3.90, 2.81, 1.79 and for eccentrically bracing frames 

an open diagonal with lengths of link beam (e=2.5, e=1.25, e=0.625) respectively are 2.94, 2.45, and 1.60. 

According to the importance of these coefficients in the eccentrically bracing frames changing characteristics of 

structure is very influential and by increasing of height and length of link beam the rate of this coefficient 

decreases that this coefficient has the most influence in behavior coefficient. Coefficient of additional resistance 

for eccentrically bracing frames of open porch axel with link beam lengths (e=2.5, e=1.25, e=0.625) are 

respectively 2.11, 2.40, 2.64 and for eccentrically bracing frames of the diagonal open axel with lengths of link 

beam (e=2.5, 1.25, e=0.625) were calculated respectively as 2.74, 3.15, and 3.10.  
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 According to the importance of this coefficient in the eccentrically bracing frames of changing the 

characteristics of the structure and by increasing of the length these values decreasing coefficient by  increasing 

the length of link beam values of this coefficient increases.  

 Behavior coefficient for eccentrically bracing frames open porch with link beam lengths of (2=2.5, e=1.25, 

e=0.625) are respectively 8.26, 6.81, and 5.00 and for eccentrically bracing frames open diagonal with link 

beam lengths (e=2.5, e=1.25, e=0.625) respectively are 8.10, 7.83, and 4.94).  

 Comparing the obtained results in the dynamic analysis of time history and non-linear static analysis of 

steel eccentrically bracing frames of porch with link length of e=0625.  

 Figure 5-51 represents comparison of the coefficient of behaviors of steel eccentrically bracing frames open 

porch  with the link beam length of e=0625 in the dynamic analysis of the time history and non-linear static 

analysis. According to the figures it is observed that behavior coefficient of eccentrically bracing frames open 

porch in dynamic analysis of lower time history is a non-linear static analysis that is closer to the value in the 

regulation.  

 
 

Fig. 5.52: Comparison of behavior coefficient in dynamic analysis of the time history and non-linear static  

     analysis of eccentrically bracing frames porch. 

 

Conclusion:  

1. It was observed that in bracing frames with understudied eccentrically bracing frames, by increasing the 

length of link beam, the rate of ductility decreases, the rate of additional resistance increases and finally the 

behavior coefficient of models decreases that by this subject we conclude that in the models by length of short 

link the shear behavior is dominant on beam and it has more appropriate condition, therefore decreasing of the 

earthquake forces should be increased by more behavior coefficient and this subject in fact represents the 

imposed error at the time of using similar behavior coefficient for the entire models with respect to the length of 

the link beam.  

2. it was observed that in the bracing frames with eccentrically bracing frames by increasing of the length, the 

rate of ductility decreases that from this issue we conclude that in the models with greater height, as the effect of 

peripheral load increases than gravity load, therefore, decreasing of the earthquake forces became lower for 

behavior coefficient and this subject in fact approves the error at the time of using similar behavior coefficient 

for the entire models with respect to the number of floors.  

3. considering one united behavior coefficient for eccentrically bracing were not appropriate and the length of 

link beam and height of stores with offering of appropriate relationships should be involved.  

4. Behavior coefficient for eccentrically bracing frames open porch with link beam lengths (e=2.5, e=1.25, 

e=0.625) respectively are 8.26, 6.81 and 5.00, and for eccentrically bracing frames open diagonal with lengths 

of link beam (e=2.5, e=1.25, e=0.625) respectively are 8.10, 7.83 and 4.94 are calculated and behavior 

coefficient in the method of dynamic analysis of the eccentrically bracing frames porch with the length of link 

beam is e=0.625 that calculated as 7.02.  
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